Abstract. We study the Markov chain x n`1 " ax n`bn on a finite field F p , where a P F p is fixed and b n are independent and identically distributed random variables in F p . Conditionally on the Riemann hypothesis for all Dedekind zeta functions, we show that the chain exhibits a cut-off phenomenon for most primes p and most values of a P F p . We also obtain weaker, but unconditional, upper bounds for the mixing time.
Introduction
Let p be a prime number and F p the field with p elements. Consider the Markov chain on F p x n`1 " ax n`bn , (1.1) where the multiplier a is non-zero and the b n 's are independent random variables taking values in F p with a common law µ. We will assume that the support of µ has at least two elements, a condition which is easily seen to be equivalent to the aperiodicity of the Markov chain. The chain will then mix and eventually equidistribute towards a stationary measure, which must clearly be the uniform distribution u on F p . For δ P p0, 1q, it is customary to define the mixing time T pδq P N as T pδq :" inftn P N|}µ pnq a´u } T V δu.
Here µ pnq a denotes the law of x n on F p (starting from x 0 " 0 say) and the norm is the total variation distance:
for any two probability measures π 1 , π 2 on F p . In this paper, we will be interested in giving good bounds on T pδq in terms of p. When a " 1 or when a has small multiplicative order in Fp , then the Markov chain exhibits a diffusive behaviour and T pδq will typically be of order p 2 . However, if a is more typical in Fp , we expect the mixing time to be of order log p, which is of course optimal up to a multiplicative constant when the size of the support Supppµq of µ is bounded independently of p, because only at most | Supppµq| n sites can be visited by the Markov chain after n steps (see p1.4q below).
This problem, inspired by the pseudo-random generators used in the first electronic computers and based on the idea, due to D.H. Lehmer [17] , of iterating the map x Þ Ñ ax`1 on F p , has been studied in a beautiful paper of Chung-Diaconis-Graham [4] in the special case when a " 2 mod p for all p and b n is uniform in t´1, 0, 1u. Their work was extended by Hildebrand [11, 14] to the case when a is allowed to be random, i.e. a " λ n mod p and b n " β n mod p, where the λ n 's and β n 's are two independent sequences of i.i.d. integer valued random variables, each chosen according to some fixed probability measure supported on Z. In this case, under mild assumptions of the measures, mixing occurs in Oplog p log log pq steps, and this bound in sharp in some cases (e.g. a " 2, µ uniform on t´1, 0, 1u and p is a Mersenne prime, i.e. of the form p " 2 n´1 ). See [4, Theorem 1] as well as [12] . Still, the sharpness seems to be occuring only for a thin, density zero set of primes (recall that Mersenne primes have density zero and form a conjecturally infinite set of primes). This hints at the possibility that an upper bound of the form Oplog pq might hold for almost all primes and indeed ChungDiaconis-Graham prove in [4] the analogous statement in Z{pZ, where p is an arbitrary integer not required to be prime.
We do not answer this specific question, but rather study what happens when a is an arbitrary element of F p (as opposed to being the mod p quotient of a fixed value a P Z independent of p as in the above mentioned works). It was observed by Bukh, Harper and Helfgott (see [10, footnote 4 on page 372], where this is announced), that a general polylogarithmic upper bound on the mixing time, valid for all primes p and for all a of sufficiently large multiplicative order, can be deduced easily from some estimates of Konyagin [15] . This gives T pδq " Opplog pq 2`op1(1.2)
provided the multiplicative order of a is at least Oplog p log log pq in F p . See Section 2 below, where a more precise statement is given. Improving on this bound would touch upon some delicate number theoretical issues: for example proving a Oplog pq upper bound for most primes p and for all values of a of sufficiently large multiplicative order would already imply the celebrated Lehmer conjecture (see Section 7 and [3] ).
In this paper, we prove three results valid for most values of the multiplier a. First we prove that the Oplog p log log pq upper bound holds for all primes (Theorem 1). Then we will show a stronger logarithmic Oplog pq upper bound, which is only valid for most (in a certain weak sense) primes p (Theorem 2). Finally, conditionally on the Riemann hypothesis for Dedekind zeta functions of number fields, we will establish that the Markov chain exhibits a cut-off phenomenon for most (this time density 1) primes p (Theorem 3). A sequence of Markov chains is said to exhibit the cut-off phenomenon if there is a sharp phase transition to equidistribution, that is we have T pδ 1 q{T pδ 2 q Ñ 1 as we go through the sequence of chains for any δ 1 , δ 2 P p0, 1q. We refer the reader to [6, 18] and references therein for an introduction to cut-off phenomena for Markov chains. Theorem 1. Let p be a prime number and µ a probability measure on F p supported on at least two elements. Let ε P p0, 1q. Then for all but an ε-fraction of all a P F p , the mixing times of the Markov chain p1.1q satisfy for any δ P p0, T pδq T 2 pδq C ε,µ log pplog log p`logpC ε,µ δ´1qq, where C ε,µ " Opε´1H 2 pµq´1q for some absolute implied constant.
2 u is the ℓ 2 -mixing time, and H 2 pµq :"´log }µ} ř xPFp µpxq 2 . We recall that for all δ ą 0 we have T pδq T 2 p2δq T 2 pδq, which is a direct consequence of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality:
In the next results we will improve the above bound for a typical prime. For this reason we need to restrict somewhat the class of chains of the form p1.1q that we consider by assuming that the b i 's are the mod p values of a fixed sequence of integer valued i.i.d. random variables whose law µ is supported on Z and independent of p.
Theorem 2. Fix a probability measure µ on Z supported on a finite set of at least two elements, and consider the Markov chain p1.1q. There is a possibly empty exceptional set of primes B such that for every X ě 1, ÿ
with the property that given ε, δ P p0, 1q, if p is a prime larger than a constant depending only on µ and these parameters, and p R B, then for all but an ε-fraction of all a P F p we have:
where H 2 pµq :"´log ř zPZ µpzq 2 .
Note that condition p1.3q implies that ř pPB p´1 converges, while it is well-known that ř p p´1 diverges and that indeed ř pPre X{2 ,e X s p´1 lies between two positive constants independent of X ą 0. This is the sense in which the complement of B contains most primes. Finally we state our main result establishing a cut-off under GRH. Let
Hpµq " ÿ zPZ µpzq log 1 µpzq be the entropy of µ and
Theorem 3. Assume that the Riemann hypothesis holds for the Dedekind zeta function of an arbitrary number field. Fix a probability measure µ on Z supported on a finite set of at least two elements, and consider the Markov chain p1.1q. Fix ε, κ, θ ą 0. For X ą 0, let n be the integer part of pX`θ ? Xq{Hpµq. Then for all but an ε-fraction of all primes p in re X , p1`κqe X s and all but an ε-fraction of all a P F p we have
provided X ě 3 log ε´1`Cpθ 2 log θq 2`C , where C is a constant depending only on κ and µ.
On the other hand, there is a universal lower bound on }µ pnq a´u } T V in terms of the entropy of the walk. Mixing cannot occur before the entropy of the walk Hpµ pnq a q nHpµq approaches the maximal entropy, namely Hpuq " log p. In fact, we will show the following in Section 5. Let p be prime, a P F p and θ P p0, ? log p{2q. If n ě 0 is the integer part of plog p´θ ? log pq{Hpµq, we have
Combined with Theorem 3, this yields the following.
Corollary 4.
Under the assumptions of Theorem 3 the Markov chain p1.1q exhibits a cut-off phenomenon in total variation at 1 Hpµq log p for most primes p and most multipliers a P F p . More precisely, for any given ε P p0, 1q there is an exceptional set of primes E of density at most ε, such that for all p R E and for all but an ε-fraction of all a P F p we have:
|T pδq´1 Hpµq log p| C µ,ε a log p, for all δ P pε, 1´εq, where
We can also let ε tend to zero and get a set of primes with density 1 for which a cut-off takes place, at the cost of loosening a bit the control on the cut-off window. See Corollary 10.
We will also prove an ℓ 2 version of these results. The ℓ 2 cut-off window is even narrower (of bounded size). In fact Theorem 3 will be proven after we handle the analogous ℓ 2 version by a small variation of that argument, see Section 4.
1.1. Motivation. Our motivation for studying the Markov chain p1.1q is manifold. First of all this chain is the natural "mod p analogue" of the classical Bernoulli convolutions we studied in [1] , where a close relationship between the entropy of the random walk and the Mahler measure of the multiplier was established. This enabled us to give a "mod p" reformulation of the Lehmer conjecture in [3] . On the other hand the chain p1.1q is intimately related to random polynomials of large degree and is a crucial tool in our recent paper on irreducibility of random polynomials [2] , where Konyagin's estimate p1.2q is used to establish irreducibility under GRH
1
. The latter paper and the current one can be seen as companion papers, since the main irreducibility result from [2] will be the key ingredient in the proof of the cut-off in Theorem 3. Finally the chain p1.1q, which can also be described in terms of random walks on the affine group of the line, can be seen as a toy model for many more sophisticated random walks on groups or homogeneous spaces of algebraic origin.
1.2. Strategy. We now briefly describe the main strategy behind the proof of the above results. It starts with the observation that the chain p1.1q at time n is given by the value at a P Fp of a random polynomial
where the b i P Z's are as before i.i.d. random variables with law µ. In particular the law of P paq is exactly µ pnq a . Furthermore, we can write
where P 1 and P 2 are two independent random polynomials as in p1.5q Summing over a P F p , we get ÿ
, where P P Zrxs is a random polynomial with the same law as P 1´P2 and N p pP q is the number of distinct roots of P in F p . If P " 0, then N p pP q " p of course, while if P ‰ 0, we can use the crude upper bound N p pP q n. This yields ÿ n`PpP " 0qp.
Together with a further trick exploiting the self-similarity of the law
n .µ pmq a this will yield Theorem 1. In order to prove the cut-off in Theorem 3, we need to perform a further averaging over primes and use the following key arithmetical ingredient, which is a special case of Chebotarev's theorem or just the prime ideal theorem: if P P Zrxs is irreducible over Q, then, on average over the primes p, N p pP q is equal to 1. In other words as X Ñ`8
where E p denotes the average over primes p X and the error tends to 0 as X Ñ`8. The quality of the error depends on what is known about the zeroes of the Dedekind zeta function ζ K pzq of the number field K :" Qpxq{pP q near z " 1. Assuming GRH, we get a very good error term. It is important to control the error term uniformly as P varies, so explicit bounds in terms of the degree and discriminant of P are necessary.
We proved in our previous paper [2] that P is irreducible with high probability, and this implies that the main contribution to the right hand side of of (1.6) comes when P is either irreducible or equal to 0. In the latter case we have N p pP q " p, as we remarked above. log p. The cut-off in total variation of Theorem 3 is deduced from the ℓ 2 cut-off estimate we have just described by restricting to a large part of the sample space where P is roughly uniform. Finally Theorem 2 is the result of a more precise analysis of what happens if we do not assume GRH and how we can make do with a weaker error term and no irreducibility of P using instead estimates on the number of zeroes of Dedekind zeta functions and Dobrowolski's Mahler measure lower bound to get a bound on the number of irreducible factors of P .
1.3.
Organization. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the general upper bound p1.2q, which can be deduced from Konyagin's estimates. We include this for comparison with our new results. In Section 3, we prove Theorem 1 using a multiplicity trick exploiting the "self-similarity" feature of the chain p1.1q. In Section 4, we prove Theorem 7, which establishes the cut-off in ℓ 2 under GRH with a bounded cut-off window. Section 5 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 3 and Corollary 4. Theorem 2 will be established in Section 6. Finally, in Section 7, we mention mixing in ℓ q -norm, diameter bounds and connections with the Lehmer problem, and we indicate some directions of future research.
The general upper bound
In this section, we discuss a general polylogarithmic upper bound on the mixing time. It was observed by Bukh, Harper and Helfgott (see [10, footnote 4 on page 372], where this was announced) that such a bound can be deduced easily from Konyagin's main lemma in [15] . More precisely we aim at the following.
Theorem 5 (Konyagin, Bukh, Harper, Helfgott). There is an absolute constant C ą 0 such that the following holds. Let p be a prime and µ a probability measure on F p supported on at least two elements. Consider the Markov chain p1.1q for a residue a P Fp with multiplicative order at least C log pplog log pq. Then for every δ P p0,
plog δ´1`plog pq 2 plog log pq 5 q.
We include this result, because it provides a good comparison standpoint for the theorems of our paper that deal with mixing bounds for most values of the multiplier a rather than all values as in Theorem 5. We will not use this result directly in this paper; however, a more general version of it (proved in Section 5.2 of [2] ) is used crucially in our companion paper [2] , which is needed for Theorem 3.
We will use the following notation: for u P R we set rus P p´1 2 ,
s be its unique representative modulo Z. It depends only on the class of u modulo Z. For ease of notation, we identify the additive group of F p with a subgroup of R{Z by viewing x mod pZ as x{p P R{Z.
Lemma 6 (Konyagin).
There is an absolute constant C ě 1 such that if p is a prime and a P Fp , for every x 0 P Fp and every m ě C log pplog log pq 4 , either a has multiplicative order at most C log p log log p, or we have
This lemma is a very slight improvement of [15, Lemma 6] and a special case of [2, Proposition 24] . The proof in [2] closely follows Konyagin's original argument in [15] and in the setting of Lemma 6 it does not introduce any new ideas.
For the convenience of the reader, we explain how to deduce Lemma 6 from [2, Proposition 24]. We take M " m 1 " D " 1, Q " p, β " x 0 and α " a in [2, Proposition 24], see [2, Section 5.1] for the notation. Then, in [2, Proposition 24], we have S n " x 0 a n and p S n " prx 0 a n {ps with the notation of this paper. Taking L " m in [2, Proposition 24], we get that either (2.1) holds, or there is a polynomial P P Zrxs of degree at most 3 log p with Mahler measure at most MpP q ď plog pq 30 log p{L ď expp30C´1plog log pq´3q (2.2)
such that P paq " 0. Recall that if Q P Zrxs is a polynomial Q " a 0`a1 x`. . .`a n x n , then MpQq is defined as
where the α i 's are the complex roots of Q. By the classical Dobrowolski bound [7] on Mahler measure, either
MpP q ě exppcp log log deg P log deg P q 3 q ě exppc 1 plog log pq 3 q for some absolute constant c, or P is a product of cyclotomic polynomials. If we choose C sufficiently large in (2.2), then we must have the second case, which makes the multiplicative order of a less than C log pplog log pq.
Proof of Theorem 5. We aim at proving a good upper bound on the size of the Fourier coefficients of µ pnq a . For a P F p , set π a : F p rxs Ñ F p be the evaluation map P Þ Ñ P paq. Recall that µ pnq a " π a pµ pnis the law of P paq, where 
Note that νp0q " }µ} 2 2 . Now Lemma 6 implies that
provided ξ ‰ 0 and n ě C log pplog log pq 4 . This bound becomes
If so, then by Parseval's identity
Multiplicity of Fourier coefficients
In this section, we prove Theorem 1. The proof relies on the following observations about the Fourier coefficients of µ pnq a that come from the self-similar nature of the measure (a key feature of Bernoulli convolutions). For every n, m ě 0,
where˚is the convolution product and a n .µ pmq a is the image of µ pmq a under the multiplication map x Þ Ñ a n x. This also plays a role in the paper [4] . From (3.1), it follows that for every ξ P F p , if 0 r s,
and iterating for any k ě 1,
Similarly, using µ 
and if a has order ą m in Fp , by p3.4q
In particular, combining p3.5q with p3.3q we get for all k, m, n ě 0:
pm`1q k (3.6) provided a has order at least m`1 in Fp .
In conclusion we have shown that, when a has sufficiently large multiplicative order, the self-similarity p3.1q of the law implies an automatic decay of Fourier coefficients. We can exploit this to prove Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. Recall our previous notation. For a P F p , π a : F p rxs Ñ F p is the evaluation map P Þ Ñ P paq and µ pnq a " π a pµ pnis the law of P 1 paq, where where N p pP q is the number of distinct roots of P in F p and P " P 1´P2 for two independent random polynomials P 1 , P 2 distributed as above.
log p. By Markov's inequality, it follows that for all but an ε{2-fraction of all residues a P F p we have
2ε´1p1`nq.
Pick
M " n`kpm`nq " Opε´1n logpε´1δ´1nqq. To apply p3.6q, we need that the multiplicative order of a is at least m, which holds for all but at most m 2 choices of a. Excluding these, the claim still holds for all but an ε-fraction of the residues a P F p , provided p is large enough depending on ε, which we may assume, otherwise the theorem is vacuous. The result follows.
Cut-off in ℓ 2
We start by establishing an ℓ 2 version of Theorem 3. The method of proof will be adapted in the next section to establish Theorem 3. Recall that H 2 pµq "´log }µ} Theorem 7. Assume GRH. Fix a probability measure µ on Z supported on a finite set of at least two elements, and consider the Markov chain p1.1q. Fix ε, κ ą 0 and θ ą 0. For X ą 0, let n be the integer part of 1 H 2 pµq pX`θq. Set D µ,κ,ε " 8p1`κqε´2}µ}´2 2 . Then for all but an ε-fraction of all primes p in re X , p1`κqe X s and all but an ε-fraction of all a P F p , we have
D µ,κ,ε e´θ, provided X ě 3 log ε´1`Cpθ log θq 2`C , where C is a constant depending only on κ and µ.
Note on the other hand that we have a universal lower bound
pX`θqu for all X ą 0, θ P R, and all p P re X , p1`κqe X s. In particular we see that the Markov chain is far from ℓ 2 -equidistribution if θ ă 0, but becomes very close to equidistribution if θ ą 0 is a fixed large number. Hence, for those primes p and residues a as in Theorem 7 the ℓ 2 -mixing time satisfies
p1`op1qq log p as p Ñ`8, and hence that an ℓ 2 -cut-off takes place at 1 H 2 pµq log p. The phase transition is very rapid and occurs within a small (bounded) window.
We will deduce Theorem 7 from Proposition 8 below, which is the analogous result for the expectation of p}µ
n{ log nq q,
where E a,p denotes the (weighted) average over all primes p P re X , p1κ qe X s and all admissible residues a P F p , and the implied constants depend only on κ and µ.
By weighted average over primes, we mean that we attribute the weight log p to each prime p when counting.
. By Proposition 8, we have
X{ log Xq q.
Note that E a,p pp}µ} 2n 2 q α, where α :" p1`κqe´θ{}µ} 2 2 . Therefore E a,p pY q 2α provided X C κ,µ pθ log θq 2 . We write E a,p pY q " E p pE a pY |pqq and by Markov's inequality P p pE a pY |pq ě 4α{εq ε{2.
Let B be the set of primes p P re X , p1`κqe X s and A the subset of those such that E a pY |pq ą 4α{ε. Then
provided X ě logp1`κq. So |A|{|B| ε . Now for p P BzA, by Markov's inequality again, P a pY ą 8α{ε 2 q ε{2. And we deduce that for all but an ε-fraction of primes p P re X , p1κ qe X s, for all but an ε{2-fraction of admissible residues a P F p , we have Y 8α{ε 2 . On the other hand, there are at most Opn 3 q non-admissible residues. So again as soon as X is large enough (say X ą 3 logpθε´1qÒ p1q), this represents at most an ε{2-fraction of all residues modulo p. This yields the upper bound in Theorem 7.
We now turn to the proof of Proposition 8. It will follow easily from the main theorem of [2] , whose proof assumed the validity of the Riemann hypothesis for Dedekind zeta functions of number fields, which we recall now. Theorem 2] ). Assume GRH. Fix a probability measure ν on Z supported on a finite set of at least two elements. Let tA i u 0 i n be independent random variables with common law ν and set P " A n x n`. . .`A 1 x`A 0 P Zrxs. Then, with probability at least 1´expp´O ν pn 1{2 { log nqq,
where r P is irreducible in Qrxs, deg Φ " O ν p ? nq and Φ is a product of cyclotomic polynomials and a monomial x m for some m P Z ě0 .
Below we denote by P " P 1´P2 the difference between two independent copies P 1 , P 2 of a polynomial a n´1 x n´1`. . .`a 1 x`a 0 , where the a i 's are i.i.d random variables chosen according to the law µ. We also denote by r P the quotient of P by all its monomial and cyclotomic divisors. We will write Ad for the set of admissible residues in F p . Also N Ad p pP q will be the number of admissible roots of P . We may write ÿ
The Opnq on the right hand side comes from the trivial bound on the number of roots of P in F p . We denote by ν the law of x´y, where x and y are independent random variables with law µ. This way, the coefficients of P " P 1´P2 are i.i.d. and distributed according to ν. Note that admissible roots of P in F p are roots of r P in F p . Hence
where N p p r P q is the number of distinct roots of r P in F p . Moreover, we observe that PpP 1 " P 2 q " PpP " 0q " νp0q n " }µ} 2n 2 . The k-th cyclotomic polynomial is of degree φpkq, and if φpkq 3n, then k " Opn log log nq. In particular there are at most Opn log log nq 2 " Opn 3 q non-admissible roots in F p , so p{|Ad| 1`Opn 3 {pq. In view of these observations, multiplying both sides of (4.1) by p{|Ad| yields
with absolute implied constants, where E a denotes the average over admissible residues. Now using Theorem 9, we write
2) where the implied constants depend only on µ.
We now perform the average over primes p P re X , p1`κqe X s. The main point is the following well-known fact: when p varies among primes, the average number of distinct roots lying in F p of a given non-constant polynomial Q P Zrxs converges to the number of irreducible factors of Q. This is an instance of the prime ideal theorem for number fields and effective estimates on the error term can be given in terms of the height and degree of the polynomial and the location of zeroes of the Dedekind zeta functions of the associated number fields. This observation was at the basis of the proof of Theorem 9 which we gave in our previous article [2] , and it will be used here as well.
If Q P Zrxs is irreducible over Q and p is a prime not dividing the discriminant of Q, then the number N p pQq of roots of Q in F p coincides with the number A p pQq of prime ideals of norm p in the number field Qrxs{pQq (see e.g. [5, Theorem 4.8.13]). Moreover, under GRH, we have the following for all X ą 0 ÿ
where ∆ Q is the discriminant of Q. This is a classical result in analytic number theory originally due to Landau. For a proof in this exact form (when κ " 1), see [2, Prop. 9] . We may replace A p pQq by N p pQq in the above sum without seriously worsening the error term, because at most Oplog |∆ Q |q primes can ever divide ∆ Q , and both A p pQq and N p pQq are bounded by d " degpQq. This implies that ÿ
We can apply this estimate to Q " x to count ordinary primes and also to Q " r P . Note that ∆ r P divides ∆ P and that |∆ P | pC µ nq 2n , where C µ is an upper bound on the absolute value of coefficients of P , i.e. C µ " maxt|z|, µpzq ‰ 0u. Hence if r P is irreducible, p4.3q yields
where we used the weighted average over primes in re X , p1`κqe X s. Combining this with p4.2q, we get
and this yields the desired error term in Proposition 8.
Proof of cut-off in total variation
We now pass to the proof of Theorem 3. The main idea is to use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to relate the total variation norm to the ℓ 2 norm, and then to modify the proof of the ℓ 2 -cut-off given in the previous section by discarding rare events from the sample space. This is performed via the classical Chernoff-Hoeffding inequality, which says that if X 1 , . . . , X n are independent zero mean real random variables taking values in an interval ra, bs, then for all t ě 0
We denote by µ pnq the law of a random polynomial P as in p1.5q with independent integer random coordinates b i 's with law µ. Then setting X i "´log µpb i q´Hpµq gives that for any n, t ą 0 the subset A n of all P P Zrxs such that
has µ pnq -probability at least 1´2e´2
µ , where where, as before, we write P " P 1´P2 for the difference of two independent copies P 1 , P 2 of a random polynomial with law µ pnq , and N We plug this into (5.6), multiply both sides by p{|Ad| 1`Opn 3 e´X q, and apply Theorem 9 as before,
where E a denotes the average over admissible residues, and the implied constants depend only on µ. We average over primes as before, and using p4.4q, we get
(5.7) Now recall that n is the integer part of 
X{ log X(5.9) with implied constants depending only on µ, κ.
, we get E a,p p}µ pnq a´u } 2 1 q 2α, provided X ą Cpθ 2 log θq 2`C for a suitably large C. Now applying Markov's inequality twice in exactly the same way as in the proof of Theorem 7, we find that for all but an ε proportion of the primes p in re X , p1`κqe X s, and for all but an ε proportion of a P F p , we have
Taking square roots and dividing by 2, we get the desired estimate. This ends the proof of Theorem 3.
Proof of Corollary 4. We begin with the proof of p1.4q. Set t " Hpµqθ{ ? log p and consider p5.1q. We have |π a pA n q| min ωPAn µ pnq pωq µ pnq pA n q 1.
Hence |π a pA n q| e npHpµq`tq .
Since n " tplog p´θ ? log pq{Hpµqu, this means that most of the walk is confined to a small part of F p , and hence
This establishes p1.4q. We now move on to the proof of Corollary 4. Set θ " D µ a log ε´1 for some constant D µ ą 0 to be determined later. First, the lower bound for T pδq follows easily from p1.4q. Indeed, if n plog p´θ ? log pq{Hpµq, then p1.4q implies that
Now for the upper bound, set κ " 1 and, for every integer m ě 1, X " log 2 m in Theorem 3. Let E m be the set of exceptional primes given by Theorem 3 in the interval r2 m , 2 m`1 s. If p R E m but log 2 m ě θ 5 , then Theorem 3 yields:
provided D µ is large enough and n ě plog p`θ ? log pq{Hpµq. This establishes the corollary with E :" Y měθ 5 E m . Note that E has density at most ε among all primes, since E m has density ε among primes in r2 m , 2 m`1 s for all m.
We also state another variant of Corollary 4. Its proof is entirely similar, but in the application of Theorem 3, one needs to take θ 2 " ? X{pD µ log Xq for a suitable constant D µ and ε " exppHpµqθ 2 {32C
2 µ q. We leave the details to the reader.
Corollary 10. Assume GRH. There is an exceptional set of primes F of density 0, such that for all primes p R F , for every η P p0, 1q and for all but an e´O µp ? log p{ log log pq -fraction of all a P F p we have:
|T pδq´1
Hpµq log p| η Hpµq log p, for all δ P pη, 1´ηq, provided log p ą Cpµ, ηq. Moreover, the density of the exceptional primes F can be estimated as
X{ log Xe X X .
Unconditional upper bound
In this section, we prove Theorem 2. Its proof, which no longer assumes GRH, elaborates, on the one hand, on the bounds obtained in Section 4, and, on the other hand, on the multiplicity trick already used in Section 3. First we show the following.
Proposition 11. Fix a probability measure µ on Z supported on a finite set of at least two elements, set H 2 pµq "´log }µ} 2 2 and consider the Markov chain p1.1q. For X be a sufficiently large (depending on µ) number and let n be the integer part of
where the average E a is taken over all admissible residues a P F p .
Before we start the proof of this proposition, let us go back to the setting of Section 4, where we averaged over primes in order to get an upper bound on the ℓ 2 norm. Without GRH at our disposal, we can no longer guarantee that a random polynomial is a product of a single irreducible polynomial together with monomial and cyclotomic factors. However, we can easily give an upper bound on the number of irreducible factors. Indeed, if P P Zrxs and P " Φ r P , r P " P 1 . . . P k , where the P i 's are the non-cyclotomic irreducible factors, then On the other hand, MpQq p ř |a i | 2 q 1{2 if Q " ř i a i x i P Zrxs. In our setting, P " P 1´P2 , where P 1 , P 2 are distributed according to µ pnq , so |a i | 2H with H :" maxt|z|, µpzq ‰ 0u. Hence MpP q 2H ? n, which, compared with the previous bound gives
We may thus perform the average over primes, as in Section 4, in order to give a reasonably good upper bound on p}µ pnq a } 2 2 . To achieve this without GRH requires a slightly different kind of prime averaging, however; and this is reflected in the statement of Theorem 2.
Proof of Proposition 11. Proceeding as in p4.2q, we write
where Ad Ă F p is the set of admissible residues, and P " P 1´P2 , where P 1 , P 2 are distributed according to µ pnq , and P " Φ r P , r P " P 1 . . . P k , where the P i 's are the non-cyclotomic irreducible factors. Since p| Ad| " Opn 3 q, we get
We are now in a position to sum over primes. Assuming GRH we had p4.3q with an excellent error term. Here we no longer assume GRH, but we can nevertheless make do with a weaker estimate. We have:
Lemma 12. If Q P Zrxs is irreducible, of degree d and discriminant ∆ Q , and if, as earlier, N p pQq denotes the number of distinct roots of Q in F p , then for all X ą 0, ÿ
where the implied constant is absolute.
This lemma is unconditional and should be compared to p4.3q, which assumed GRH. Recall that for all large enough X, ř pPre X{2 ,e X s 1 p P rc, 1{cs for some absolute constant c P p0, 1q, as follows directly from the prime number theorem or just the Chebychev's bounds. Thus the lemma can be interpreted as a way to express the fact that N p pQq remains bounded by Oplogp2|∆ Q |q{dq on average over the primes in large windows r ? x, xs, log x ą d, where the average assigns a weight 1{p to each prime p.
We postpone the proof of this lemma, and, first, explain how to complete the proof of Proposition 11. From p6.2q, summing over primes in re X{2 , e X s, we get:
3) Now, if r P " P 1 . . . P k , by Lemma 12, bearing in mind that n " t
On the other hand, by Mahler's bound [19, Theorem 1] , plog |∆ P i |q{ degpP i q log degpP i q`2 log MpP i q.
But MpP 1 q . . . MpP k q " MpP q 2H ? n, where H :" maxt|z|, µpzq ‰ 0u. Hence we get
where we used p6.1q in the last line. Plugging this back into p6.3q, we obtain the desired estimate.
Proof of Lemma 12. The proof is a straightforward variation of the proof of Proposition 13 in [2] and for this reason we shall be brief. The argument relies on the explicit formula in analytic number theory relating the zeroes of the Dedekind zeta function and the count of prime ideals in a number field with explicit error terms. This is a standard tool in analytic number theory, which is extensively discussed in the literature in various settings. We will refer to [2] , because it contains the formulae in the precise from we need them.
Let K be a number field, d its degree, and ∆ K its discriminant. Let Apnq be the number of prime ideals with norm n. Given a C 2 compactly supported function g on p0,`8q, and s P C we set
The explicit formula (see e.g. [2, Theorem 10] ) asserts that ÿ n,mě1
Apnq logpnqgplogpn m" Gp1q´ÿ ρ Gpρq, (6.4) where the last sum on the right hand side extends over all zeroes ρ of the Dedekind zeta function of K counted with multiplicity. First, we focus on estimating the right hand side of p6.4q. We make the following choice for g. We set gpuq " e´u
q, where
s is the indicator function of the unit length interval r´1 2 , 1 2 s and χ˚4 is its four-fold convolution product. This corresponds to the choice g " g X,k with k " 4 in [2, Lemma 11] . In that lemma, the following elementary properties of Gpsq were verified for all complex s with Repsq 1, |Gpsq| e pRepsq´1qX{2 , (6.5)
We also have at our disposal standard explicit bounds on the number (counting multiplicity) of zeroes of the zeta function ζ K near 1 and elsewhere. All zeros satisfy Re ρ ă 1, and for every 0 ď r ď 1, we have
while there is an absolute constant C ą 0, such that for every r ą 1,
For those we refer to [2, Lemma 12] or [20] . Note also that log |2∆ K | ě cd for some absolute constant c ą 0 by Minkowski's bound. Then combining p6.7q with p6.5q, we get ÿ
We now partition the remainder of the complex plane in annuli around 1 as follows for j P Z ě0
Using p6.7q and p6.8q, this yields that for all j P Z ě0 ,
Now, combining this estimate with p6.9q, yields
Now, we turn to the left hand side of (6.4) . Observe that g is supported in the interval rX{2, Xs, and that 0 gpuq e´u for all u ą 0. Therefore, the main contribution in the above sum on the left hand side comes from prime ideals of prime norm. Indeed, it is shown in the proof of [ 8ε´1C µ a log pplog log pq´1.
Using p3.6q, with k " 1, and m " t 1 H 2 pµq log pu, we may now bound the right hand side, and obtain
and the claimed bounds on mixing times follow.
7. Concluding remarks 7.1. Mixing and cut-off in ℓ q . It is natural to ask about mixing times T q pδq in ℓ q -norm for any q P r1,`8s. Here T q pδq :" inftn P N, }µ pnq a´u } q δ}u} q u. As is well-known, by convexity, the function q Þ Ñ }µ pnq a´u } q {}u} q is non-decreasing. In particular, q Þ Ñ T q pδq is non-decreasing (see e.g. [18, Section 4.7] ). On the other hand, Cauchy-Schwarz implies that }µ
for all n. And it follows that for all q P r1,`8s we have T q pδq 2T 2 pδ 2 q. (7.1) This means that we can apply our main theorems to get a good upper bound on T q pδq.
Regarding lower bounds, we have, as before, the trivial lower bound }µ pnq a´u } q {}u} q ě }µ pnq } q {}u} q´1 " }µ} n q {}u} q´1 , which implies that
where H q pµq "´1 log }µ}´1 q is the Rényi entropy of order q of µ. If µ is uniform (i.e. µpxq " }µ} 8 for all x P Supppµq), then H q pµq " H 8 pµq " Hpµq for all q. In particular, we see that mixing in ℓ 1 and in ℓ 2 occur at the same time, and hence so does mixing in ℓ q norm for any q P r1, 2s. Consequently, in this situation, cut-off happens in ℓ q -norm in the setting of Corollary 4 for instance. However, when q ą 2, it seems less clear how to establish an analogous cut-off in ℓ q -norm.
7.2. The exceptional set of multipliers. As mentioned in the introduction, the multiplier a must be of large enough multiplicative order in Fp for the chain p1.1q to equidistribute in Oplog pq steps, let alone satisfy a cut-off at plog pq{Hpµq as in Corollary 4. Even a multiplicative order of size more than log p is not enough; indeed, Chung-DiaconisGraham [4] show that when a " 2 and µ is uniform on t´1, 0, 1u, if p is of the form 2 n´1 , then at least cn log n steps are necessary for mixing to occur. In this case, a has order n » log p. Their example can easily be modified to obtain exceptional a's with order at least plog pq 2 . Now, as far as cut-off at plog pq{Hpµq is concerned, the exceptional set of multipliers is even larger, and contains residues of large multiplicative order. Indeed, as remarked in [13] , when a " 2, the support of µ pnq a has at most 2 n`1 elements, and hence for every fixed δ ą 0, for all n p1´δq log 2 ppq, µ pnq a is far from uniform in total variation. However, if µ is uniform on t´1, 0, 1u, as above, then Hpµq " log 3 ą log 2. This means that the value a " 2 is exceptional (i.e. belongs to the ε-fraction of bad multipliers in Theorem 3 and Corollary 4) for all primes p. This happens in general whenever the residue a P F p has a representative in Z of size ă exp Hpµq (or more generally if a is the reduction modulo a prime ideal of norm p of a fixed algebraic number with Mahler measure ă exp Hpµq). On the other hand, it is well-known and easy to check that apart from a density zero family of primes, any given a P Zzt´1, 0, 1u has multiplicative order at least c ? p{ log p, and it is also known modulo GRH that given any function εppq ą 0 tending to 0 when p Ñ`8, a has multiplicative order even at least εppqp for a density one set of primes, see [8] . It is of arithmetical interest to determine an upper bound on the diameter D a ppq, i.e. the first n, for which the support is all of F p . Clearly D a ppq is bounded above by the uniform mixing time T 8 pδq for any δ ă 1. But as recalled in p7.1q, T 8 pδq 2T 2 pδ 2 q, which is a general fact about Markov chains. In particular, the following is true.
Proposition 13. For all primes p and all a P F p we have Supppµ pnq a q " F p for all n ą 2T 2 p1q. In other words D a ppq 2T 2 p1q`1.
We may thus apply the upper bounds on T 2 pδq given by Theorems 1, 2, 5 or 7 to deduce corresponding diameter bounds in each setting.
7.4.
Connections with Lehmer's problem. Recall that the Mahler measure of polynomial P P Zrxs of degree n and dominant term a n is the real number for every polynomial P that is not a product of cyclotomic or monomial factors.
In [3] , we gave an equivalent formulation of the Lehmer problem, and proved that it is equivalent to the existence of a constant δ 0 ą 0 such that for a density one set of primes p, for every a P F p of multiplicative order at least plog pq 2 we have | Supppµ ptlog puq a q| ě p δ 0 .
2)
In particular, we see that if Lehmer's problem has a negative answer, then there is a function Bppq with Bppq Ñ`8 as p Ñ`8 such that for a density one set of primes, there will be residues a P Fp with multiplicative order at least plog pq 2 , (we can in fact go up to p 1{2´op1q and even up to any oppq assuming GRH), for which the diameter, and hence the mixing times, are at least Bppq log p. This justifies the claim made in the introduction that an Oplog pq mixing time for almost all primes and all residues of large enough multiplicative order would imply the Lehmer conjecture. We do not know about the converse. Konyagin's universal upper bound from Theorem 5 (whose proof uses Dobrowolski's bound towards the Lehmer problem) does not seem to improve significantly (at least not its quadratic nature in log p) assuming a positive answer to Lehmer. With such an assumption, the best we can do at the moment is the bound p7.2q or a similar lower bound on Hpµ plog pq a q, but this is not quite enough to bound from above the mixing time.
7.5. The associated reversible chain. The chain p1.1q is not reversible. It is natural to ask what happens to the symmetrized chain, whose transition probabilities are q a px, yq :" 1 2 pp a px, yq`p a py, xqq, where x, y P F p and p a px, yq " µptb P Z, y " ax`b mod puq is the transition probability of the chain p1.1q. It would be interesting to perform for the symmetrized chain q a a similar analysis as the one we did for p a in this paper. It is clear, however, that q a is of a different nature compared to p a , as it will typically take much longer to mix. To see this, observe that it is a quotient of the simple random walk on the wreath product Z ≀ Z, and its distribution at time n is ν pnq a " π a pν pnq q, where π a : Zrx, x´1s Ñ F p is the evaluation map P Þ Ñ P paq and ν pnq is the associated law on the Laurent polynomials Zrx, x´1s. In particular, 
